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Abstract
The key gait events in drop foot stimulation
are believed to be heel strike and heel off.
When evaluating new sensors to replace the
current foots witch, an accurate (gold
standard) method for the identification of
these events is important. Heel off is difficult
to accurately determine from force plate data
without careful foot placement and hence
other methods are sought. Previously reported
methods that use kinematics to define these
events have proven laborious and a fixed
threshold approach to footswitch data is
inadequate, due to variability in loading
patterns in the pre-swing and swing phase of a
typical gait cycle. In recognition of the
problems with foots witch signals, the
Salisbury group implemented an algorithm in
their stimulator that has proven clinically
effective. This study evaluated the accuracy of
this algorithm and developed an approach to
the determination of the key gait events based
on kinematic data alone. The results show that
in normal, steady, shod walking, both the new
kinematic algorithm and the Salisburydeveloped footswitch circuit are satisfactory
and more practical alternatives to the force
plate for evaluating alternative sensors for
drop foot stimulation.

1 Introduction
Although gait timing events are fundamental to
many experimental studies and the functioning
of certain assistive devices (e.g. FES systems
for foot drop), the search continues for a
practical and universally accepted “gold
standard” [1]. Although heel contact and toe
off are events that can be accurately identified
from floor-located force plate data, practical
limitations severely limit the number of
measurements that can be taken with this
approach. More importantly, heel off cannot
easily be identified from these data. The
reasons for this are two fold; heel off is
associated with a gradual offloading from the

heel and gradual change in kinematics, with no
obviously detectable associated event. Further,
unless the foot placement is such that only the
heel is in contact, loads acting through the
forefoot mask the offloading associated with
heel off. One alternative is to use a heel-located
force sensitive resistor (FSR or footswitch),
which overcomes the practical limitations
associated with fixed location force plates, but
the accuracy and repeatability of using a simple
threshold approach to these data is open to
question. In recognition of the problems with
footswitch signals, the Salisbury group
implemented an algorithm in their stimulator
that has proven clinically effective [2].
However, a systematic study of this algorithm
has not been previously reported. Methods for
the identification of the two gait events using
kinematic data only have received less attention
and a practical, rapid and robust algorithm
based on this approach has yet to be reported.
Our study is part of a larger project developing
an inertial-sensor controlled drop foot
stimulator. Although several previous studies
have demonstrated the use of various artificial
and natural (neural) sensors as replacements for
the footswitch, the approaches taken to their
evaluation in terms of timing accuracy are open
to question. For example, papers by Willemsen
[3] and Hansen [4] both use unspecified
algorithms to identify footswitch defined timing
events from footswitch data, against which new
sensors were tested.
Although the footswitch is the sensor of choice
in the clinical FES applications, it has yet to be
demonstrated that it is suitable for use as a gold
standard against which to evaluate a novel gait
phase detection system. The study reported here
addressed this question.
A further element to the study concerned the
development of a rapid and accurate algorithm
that allows key gait events to be identified from
kinematic data. This study builds on a previous
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kinematic study of gait event timing in barefoot
walking [5].

2 Methods
To determine how accurately heel contact and
heel off could be determined using kinematic
or footswitch data, the corresponding estimated
times of each event were compared to the “gold
standard” gait event timings, derived from force
plate data. As will be described below, a nonstandard approach to identifying gait timing
events from force plate data was used.
Ten subjects, 6 males and 4 females, with no
discernable gait abnormalities were recruited
for the study (Table 1).
Age
Weight Height
(years)
(Kg)
(m)
Mean
43.9
80.2
1.72
Min
29.6
65.0
1.63
Max
61.6
98.0
1.80
Stdev
10.6
9.3
0.05
Table 1: subject descriptive statistics

For each subject, data for the left leg was used
throughout the study. All subjects wore the
same type of shoe, (Zen shoes, Ecco,
Godalming, UK) and thin socks. Subjects wore
rigid marker sets (Figure 1) and insoles with
four footswitches connected to a routing box
and an Odstock Drop Foot Stimulator, ODFS,
(Figure 2). The ODFS incorporates a
comparator circuit that provides a logical signal
(0 or 5V) from the footswitch derived voltage
data. Both the unprocessed voltage signal from
the footswitch and the logical output from the
comparator circuit were synchronously logged.
The kinematic marker sets (arrangement of
reflective markers defining the local axis
systems) were developed from earlier work on
the foot and ankle at Salford [5, 6]. The 3D coordinates of the marker sets were recorded
using an eight-camera motion analysis system
(Qualisys Medical AB. ProReflex. 2003) at a
sampling frequency of 100 Hz. The vertical
ground reaction force, was measured by the
force plate (Kistler Instruments Ltd) at 100 Hz.
Data were collected whilst the 10 subjects
walked at self-selected speed under two
constrained walking conditions, (1) walking
with only the heel contacting the force plate,
and (2) walking with the whole foot contacting
the force plate. For the reference condition

(gold standard), heel strike was said to occur
when the force plate first registered a vertical
force above 10N during walking condition (2).
Heel off was said to occur at the instant the heel
lifted from the force plate during walking
condition (1), which was defined to be the first
data sample with a vertical force less than 10N.
With the kinematic data, the minimum value of
the vertical velocity of the origin of the heel’s
local axis system identified heel strike. A
threshold on the resultant velocity of the same
local system was used to define heel off.
The comparator (footswitch) signal (0 or 5V)
was used to identify heel strike and heel off.
An external trigger started simultaneous capture
of the kinematic, footswitch/comparator and
kinetic data, which was collected over 4sec.
Subjects were requested to perform twenty
walks under each condition. For each condition,
six satisfactory trials (no missing data) were
digitised and used for analysis.

Figure 1: Kinematic marker arrangement

Figure 2: Footswitches, ODFS and routing box to
link signals to data capture equipment
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3 Results
Figure 3 shows an example of the kinematic
(position P and velocity V), footswitch (FS)
comparator (C) and forceplate (FP) data over a
period of the gait cycle including heel strike
and heel off.
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Figure 3: Example of kinematic, footswitch,
comparator and forceplate data

Table 2 shows mean, sd and rms errors for heel
contact and heel off from both the comparator
(footswitch) and kinematic data.
Heel Contact
K
Mean
error
SD error
RMS
error

C

Heel off
K

C

0.0 15

-0.007

-0.028

0.002

0.017

0.019

0.035

0.030

0.023

0.020

0.044

0.030

instances do not remain zero during the swing
phase due to factors that may include preloading from lacing of the shoe and inertial
effects. Further, the impedance properties of
FSRs are both variable from batch to batch and
may change with time.
The study was conducted with normal subjects
who all wore shoes of the same type. While this
was acceptable in our study, the ultimate goal
of which is to provide a practical gold standard
against which to measure the accuracy of a new
inertial-sensor based gait phase detector, it is
not known whether and to what extent this
factor may have increased the apparent
accuracy of the footswitch and/or kinematics
methods. Therefore, caution should be adopted
in extrapolating these results to other conditions
(e.g. abnormal gait, different footwear etc).
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